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The man who led the most publicized slave insurrection in the United States1 is the 
subject of the 1968 Pulitzer prizewinning book by William Styron. Many white re
viewers have hailed Styron’s book as a remarkably penetrating insight into the psyche 
of a black slave revolutionary. There is no question that Styron has analyzed Nat 
Turner in a way that appeals not only to white readers in general but also to liberal 
white literary critics.

Y et I am left with the persistent suspicion that Styron did not successfully analyze 
the black hero. Styron is a twentieth-century white, free American; Turner was a 
nineteenth-century black, slave American. Such a gap is nearly impossible to bridge. 
For although we all have known oppression and injustice, probably few white Ameri
cans have known it with the intensity that black men in this country even today know 
it, to say nothing of those who survived the terrible abuses of slavery.

Styron says in his introductory note: "I have rarely departed from the known facts. 
. . . I have allowed myself the utmost freedom of imagination in reconstructing 
events.” It is my opinion that in writing the story of Nat Turner, Styron has ignored 
some important facts and traditions about the man and in so doing has perpetuated, 
unconsciously, contemporary white fantasies about race.

1. Styron describes Turner as a celibate who was obsessed with thoughts of white 
women, in spite of the evidence that he was married to a black woman owned by the 
master of a neighboring plantation.2 Why did Styron lose the hero in a white dream 
world when Turner had his own real black world? Why does Styron omit any men
tion of Turner’s wife? It seems likely that but for her there would have been no 
rebellion. Surely one can at least begin to imagine the incredible frustration of hav
ing a wife who was owned by another man who could beat her, disgrace her, or sell 
her on a Whim. If anything would drive a man to violence, surely this would! But 
Styron, ignoring the evidence and this obvious consideration, supports the arrogant 
fantasy that black men dream primarily of white women.

2. Turner is presented as fearful, unmanly, and thoroughly "Samboized.” In fact, 
Turner had escaped from his owner and returned to help free his own people.3 Is this 
the act of an effeminate coward? Styron implies that Turner lacked courage because he 
did not take a major part in the fighting during the rebellion. W hat does one expect



of a commanding officer with a small army? Styron seems to feed the fantasy that 
there is no such thing as a brave, dignified black leader.

3. According to Styron, Turner was literate because his early owner thought he 
was cute and taught him to read. This is not in accord with the statement about 
Turner from the original Confessions: "As to his ignorance, he certainly never had 
the advantages of education, but he can read and write ( it ivas taught him by his own 
parents) and for natural intelligence and quickness of apprehension, is surpassed 
by few men I have seen."4 Why does Styron have Turner educated by whites rather 
than as he was, by his own parents ? Why support the delusion that knowledge, orig
inal thought, and the ability to teach are peculiar to the white race ?

4. W ill, who joins the rebellion, is pictured by Styron as a bloodthirsty animal. 
The original Confessions depict a different W ill, one who says, on joining the rebel
lion, "My life is worth no more than others, and my liberty as dear to m e."5 These are 
hardly the words of a moronic beast. I know of no attempts to picture the colonists

76 who took part in the Boston Tea Party or the attack on Fort Ticonderoga as unthink
ing, violent fools. Why picture what seemed to be an intelligent revolutionary black as 
stupid? Nevertheless, in Styron’s account, the animal W ill challenges Turner as the 
leader of the rebellion, and poor Nat quakes! This seems an insult to the obvious 
ability of Turner. Again, Styron is supporting the white fantasy that a nonwhite simply 
cannot lead.

These are but a few examples of an attitude that strips the black revolutionary of 
his heroic qualities. Styron’s analysis of Turner’s motivation for the rebellion does the 
same: his frustration comes from his desire to be white. Why such a reason for a man 
who loved his people and gave his life in an attempt to free them ? Why not frustrated 
because he was a man and had seen too much oppression and injustice? If taxation 
without representation is tyranny, and as such is frustrating enough to provoke 
violence, isn’t slavery? Is it surprising that intelligent, decent men would die for 
such a cause? The fact that these revolutionaries lost surely does not make them less 
noble, less honorable, less courageous, less heroic. George Washington won his war 
and Nat Turner lost his. Does that make Turner’s cause less just and Turner less a 
hero? If so, Huss, Jerome, Nathan Hale, and Alexander Dubcek are not heroes —  
they also lost.

Styron’s book is hardly all bad; certainly it is not sinister. It is a very readable 
account directed against some of the paralyzing abuses of the institution of slavery. 
Styron seems to be a sensitive man who empathizes with downtrodden humanity. 
But with all his empathy, in my opinion, Styron does a disservice to both blacks and 
whites by encouraging contemporary white prejudices and by emasculating a black 
hero. He thus continues a modern version of the attitudes that are our heritage of the 
slave system and perpetuates a defense of past injustices against minorities.

Styron stimulates pity, but not respect, for the blacks. Therein lies the greatest 
tragedy for all Americans, the seeds of racism. Though unchristian, racism has pros
pered in this country, and the organized Christian church has often contributed to the 
tragedy rather than alleviating it, in spite of the fact that racism underlies the 
meanest chapters in the annals of Christian and white history, from the Inquisition 
to American slavery to Nazism. As we Christians consider those of another race or
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creed as inferiors and less than fellow men created in the image of God, we deny our 
own Christian heritage, foolishly embrace our own vain fantasies, and cut ourselves 
off from the spirit of understanding and love that we claim as Christians. W e become 
living symbols of hypocrisy. W ho cannot see through our false dignity and rationaliza
tions ? Surely those who suffer from our oppression or spinelessness see it most clearly 
of all.

A tragedy of Adventism is that it did not continue its early interest in abolition and 
equality. There was a time when Adventists were encouraged to go to prison for the 
civil disobedience of breaking the fugitive slave law.6 Currently, removed from the 
realities of the problem, we have fallen unwittingly into prejudices, and thus we show 
the same attitudes that make Styron’s book, a literary masterpiece, an unplanned 
tragedy.

Most Seventh-day Adventists are not white, yet our church history books refer 
almost exclusively to whites. Our rallies tell of the history of our conferences and 
unions and divisions, and the actors are white, except perhaps for a benediction from 
a black pastor. W e warn of the horrors of the last days, when the people of God will 
be unable to buy and sell, yet we perpetrate the same horrors on nonwhites by refusing 
them jobs and housing. Are the value of our property and our own egos worth more 
than the feelings of human beings ? Is the Golden Rule outdated ?

It is a continual temptation for a man on top to believe he is there because God 
wants him there. But right inevitably wins only for the pragmatist —  and Christians 
are not supposed to be of that ilk. Sometimes he who controls does so because he is 
dishonest and ruthless. The question is not, "How do we maintain control?" but 
rather "W hat is just, merciful, and truthful?"

By facing this question we white Seventh-day Adventists can show that we are 
mature enough to face up to our past hypocrisy. Many men of good will have said 
and done nothing, because they do not know the facts. Contemporary analyses of the 
problems suggested in Styron’s Confessions are available in such books as Before the 
Mayflower, Crisis in Black and White, The Autobiography o f Malcolm X, and Black 
Like Me. The greatest potential value in carefully considering Styron’s Confessions 
is that perhaps we may come to wrestle with our own arrogance —  the arrogance that 
is almost invariably inherent in power. But Styron’s book is best considered after 
reading at least one such book as these mentioned above.

Our past arrogance is difficult to face and will lead to temporarily shattered egos 
and trying situations, but Christians have met such challenges before. W e must not, 
we cannot, refuse to consider the terrible injustice to the black people. Such con
sideration can lead us to real Christian brotherhood and understanding and to the joys 
and freedoms of leaving prejudice behind.
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